R o b e r t F o r r a n t
locals scattered across Connecticut were not supposed to be worrying quite so intently about their futures. After highly contentious 1993 negotiations, the Connecticut legislature and the union gave tax concessions, wage cuts, and weakened seniority language to Pratt/UTC in return for the corporation's commitment to rebuild employment in the state. But, thereafter, Pratt workers clashed several times with UTC over its failure to live up to the bargain. Events culminated at the end of 2001 in the first strike against the company since the 1960s. 2 At the December 2001 strike deadline, Pratt & Whitney's final contract offer contained a 10 per cent pay increase and a $1,000 signing bonus. However, the proposed agreement permitted management to move 500 East Hartford jobs out-of-state, with only a nebulous commitment to bring in new work. After absorbing thousands of lost jobs in the 1980s and 1990s -Local 1746 had over 9,000 members in 1983 and barely 2,500 on the strike's eve -at 12.01 a.m. on 3 December 2001 unionists established their boisterous picket lines. Despite the threatening economic climate unionists stood out, opposed to further job erosion. 3 Before the strike vote, Gary Allen, the IAM's national aerospace coordinator, told several thousand cheering workers: ''This is your defining moment as a union. You've got to send a message.'' And East Hartford local president Mike Stone added: ''We can either die on the vine or fight to grow jobs in the state of Connecticut. Nothing is won without sacrifice. It is our time to sacrifice.'' On the picket line several hours later, 15-year Pratt worker Greg Adorno shared similar sentiments noting ''What's the point of giving somebody a 10 per cent raise if they're not going to be here to benefit from it?'' For James Parent, the directing business agent for IAM District 91 and its chief negotiator, the issues were clear: ''We were at a point at the end of negotiations where we were close. It's not an issue of money. It's an issue of whether the jobs are going to be here. What good is a good package if you don't have a job? '' 4 The IAM's fight for job security in the face of de-industrialization and capital flight is an important part of the larger story about the globalizing economy's impact on industrial workers and their communities.
T H E C O N N E C T I C U T E C O N O M Y R E S T R U C T U R E S : A N Y R O O M F O R B L U E -C O L L A R W O R K E R S ?

Overview
Less than fifty years ago, the United States accounted for close to half of global manufacturing output. After 1945, war-induced prosperity and increasing productivity coupled with the benefits of Keynesian fiscal and monetary policies contributed to rising living standards for many workers. Gross national product expanded dramatically, from $213 billion in 1945 to more than $500 billion in 1960 and $1 trillion in 1970. Connecticut's capital city, Hartford, sat at the center of the 200-mile-long Connecticut River valley running between Bridgeport, Connecticut and Springfield, Vermont. For much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the valley's firms and its machinists and metalworkers related to the rest of the country and the world as an innovative and powerful manufacturing center. 5 The region's diverse manufacturing base was secured early in the nineteenth century when Springfield, Massachusetts (twenty-five miles north of Hartford) became the site for an important federal armory. The armory had functioned as the hub of a flourishing industrial district, with Springfield and Hartford enjoying a comparative technological advantage over many other regions of the country due to the diffusion of manufacturing techniques such as the utilization of gages, fixtures, jigs, and dies and the availability of large numbers of skilled metalworkers. ranked second, fourth, and ninth respectively in the US for machine-tool sales. A plentiful pool of skilled machinists and engineers, a well-practiced reciprocal relationship among machine-tool builders and their customers, and the presence of hundreds of tool-and-die shops enhanced the valley's industrial competitiveness.
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Declining unions -declining standards of living This premier position was eroded during the 1970s and the 1980s as Japan, continental Europe, and developing Asian nations emerged to challenge US pre-eminence in autos, steel, major household appliances, and consumer electronics. Job loss intensified during the 1973-1975 recession and spiked between 1979 and 1983 when over 2 million jobs (almost 16 per cent of the national total) in several highly unionized durable goods sectors were lost as corporations shifted large segments of their manufacturing activities overseas. Among the Fortune 500's largest manufacturers employment fell to 12.4 million from 15.9 million between 1980 and 1990. General Motors, Ford, Boeing, GE, and UTC collectively eliminated 230,000 jobs from 1990 to 1995.
Globalization increased the international labor pool and made capital and work more mobile. Firms globalized corporate assets and expanded their direct foreign investment in factories, office buildings, office equipment, and machine tools. Whereas in 1965 this investment amounted to less than $50 billion, it reached $124 billion in 1975, surpassed $213 billion in 1980 and climbed to $610.1 billion in 1994. Even in those industries like jet engines where US-based producers had been successful at maintaining market share in international competition, enterprise success did not necessarily serve to insulate workers from the effects of corporate restructuring and job loss. Unionized workers felt the full negative force of this corporate and labor market restructuring. Overall, one in three American workers belonged to a union in the mid-1950s compared to one in seven in 1999. The percentage of unionized manufacturing jobs declined from almost 50 per cent in 1970 to approximately 10 per cent in the mid-1990s. Yet over this 25-year period very little concerted, collective action on the part of trade unions to oppose this massive job loss took place. As organized labor's ranks thinned and manufacturing declined, many communities scrambled to save what jobs they could by offering corporations financial inducement to stay or move into their town. While seeking such ''tribute'', companies routinely threatened work removal to quash organizing campaigns. And during most rounds of collective bargaining in the 1980s and 1990s corporations demanded and often received wage and benefits concessions from workers. 9 A consequence of the disappearance of well-paying manufacturing jobs has been wage depression, declining household wealth, and increasing income inequality. For nearly 20 per cent of American households, debts exceed assets, meaning that net worth is zero or negative. Between 1987 and 1996 average employee compensation in the US grew just 1.1 per cent, compared with 4 per cent between 1977 and 1986. For most workers, real wages are below their 1973 levels. In aggregate terms, labor's share of the national income dropped from 66.2 per cent in 1970 to 59 per cent in 1995. In 1998 the International Labour Organization summarized these trends: ''Recently, while many trade unions have been pressing for reduced work time, guarantees of employment security and measures to combat unemployment, some employers have been seeking to modify many of the hard-won social protection measures in an effort to make labour markets less rigid.'' 10 On the surface, current developments in manufacturing seem inconsistent with US macro-economic and stock-market conditions during the 1990s because they coincide with one of the longest macro-economic expansions in US postwar history, with unemployment and inflation at record low levels. In 1999, unemployment was 4.2 per cent while inflation was 2.2 per cent. They also coincide with the longest US stock market boom in history, with yields on corporate stock significantly above their depressed 1970s levels. Since 1990, productivity has risen 7 per cent, due to enormous gains in certain sectors. By the mid 1990s, corporate profit rates were back to the level they had reached at the peak of the post World-War-II boom; in 1997, corporate profits rose to 11.8 per cent of revenues, up from 11.5 per cent in 1996, representing their highest level since 1959, when the Commerce Department first began tracking this data.
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General Electric: ''model behavior''?
Pratt & Whitney and General Electric (GE) have been the global market leaders in supplying engines to power aircraft of all types since the end of the Second World War. In jet-engine manufacturing (as in machine tools and steel), the employment picture was gloomy for most of the 1990s. Both the blue-collar and the white-collar workforces have shrunk by about 35 per cent since 1988. While much of the downsizing in the early part of the decade could be attributed to declining defense orders, the recovery of the aircraft market by the mid-1990s did little to restore employment levels in the jet-engine sector. Employment in the industry remains stuck at a level fully one-third below 1990 employment levels while inflation-adjusted average hourly earnings remained flat throughout. To understand how deindustrialization occurred in many older manufacturing cities in the US the corporate behavior of GE is worth considering, especially since it is Pratt's most important competitor. 12 GE's search for cheaper production facilities places continuous pressure on Pratt to follow suit. Starting in the late 1950s, GE moved to parallel production, the practice of building several production facilities capable of handling the same work. By so doing, it could extract union concessions and reduce the threat of strikes under the possible threat of work removal. More recently GE has implemented shopfloor programs designed to boost productivity and improve quality. In the late 1980s, GE began to implement continuous improvement strategies called the ''GE Workout'' in its aircraft engine plants. This program was designed to accomplish four things: establish trust on the factory floor between workers and managers; empower employees to make production improvement suggestions; eliminate unnecessary work; and establish a new shopfloor paradigm of boundaryless work. At the same time, GE sought to change the labor agreement to eliminate job classifications and broaden the tasks workers were expected to perform. Employees were told to welcome the freedom that boundaryless work offered and ''to take advantage of it by using their minds creatively to figure out how to improve the company's operations''. GE's Evendale, Ohio, aircraft-engine facility was the first to respond. When workers there refused to ratify contract changes, the company shifted work to other facilities. Forty per cent of all parts made at Evendale were removed and 3,900 workers lost their jobs.
13 GE then turned to its workforce in Lynn, seeking the same contract concessions, only to be similarly rebuffed. Eventually the Lynn local agreed to contract modifications and the introduction of GE's multiskilling program.
14 Parallel production and continuous improvement have been richly rewarding for GE: in 1998 the company registered $1.7 billion in operating profits on $10 billion in sales, translating into an operating margin of 17 per cent. Late in 1999, GE flexed its global muscles once more to move well beyond parallel domestic plants, for in a move that will further the deindustrialization of the northeast United States the company launched its ''Globalization and Supplier Migration'' strategy. Its components suppliers were ordered to achieve 10 to 14 per cent annual cost reductions, savings that could be realized only by shifting work to countries with lower cost structures. GE stated: ''Migrate or be out of business; not a matter of if, just when. We expect you to move and move quickly.'' A carrot was offered: ''We sincerely want you to participate and will help, but if you don't we will move on without you.'' The benefits for a move to Mexico, according to GE, included average daily wage rates of $6.00, friendly unions, and the promise of long-term low labor costs.
According to IAM economist Beth Almeida, what is taking place ''should serve as a warning to those who would maintain that the US will 13 . Robert Slater, The GE Way Handbook (New York, 2000), p. 50; Konzelmann and Forrant, ''Creative Work Systems''. Employment at Evendale was close to 20,000 in 1988; at the end of 1994 only 8,000 workers remained. 14. For example, former GE engineer Oswald Jones cites GE manager Charles Pieper, who supervised several plant reorganizations in Europe, as he describes how workers relate to participation programs: ''I have never see a group of people who are not interested. Never. Never. Never. Whether you are Chinese, Hungarian, Japanese, Swedish, people love to go and make their workplace better''. While Pieper was president of GE Lighting Europe, passionately committed workers saw factories drop from 24 to 12 and employment from 24,000 to 13,000. Jones concludes ''It is hardly surprising that workers regard GE managerial initiatives to make the workplace better with considerable skepticism.'' Oswald Jones, ''Changing the Balance? Taylorism, TQM, and Work Organisation'', New Technology, Work and Employment, 12 (1997), pp. 13-24, 20-22. always win out in the high-tech manufacturing race. The idea that only poor-quality jobs in low-tech industries are being lost to competitor nations is refuted by the experience of aerospace workers''. 15 In the context of these disturbing global trends, what happens at Pratt will have wide ramifications, for should the company flee Connecticut or squeeze its hundreds of suppliers in the same way that GE is, it will mark the nadir for large-firm metalworking unions in the entire Connecticut River Valley, once one of world's pre-eminent industrial regions. Table 1 for the employment structure of the Connecticut economy.) In 1999 there were 18,700 fewer jobs in primary metals (-66.6 per cent), 37,300 fewer jobs in industrial machinery (-54.2 per cent), and 48,500 fewer jobs in transportation equipment (-53 per cent) than in 1967. 17 Connecticut netted roughly 113,000 new jobs from 1985 to 2000. But employment gains were by-and-large in low-paying services and retail trade -health care, copy centers, temporary help agencies and entertainment. (See Tables 2 and 3 for state employment data.) Finance, insurance, and real estate (FIRE) only added 10,000 jobs over the 15-year period, this in a state that claims it is the insurance capital of the United States. From the third quarter of 1999 to the third quarter of 2000, manufacturing lost 3,700 jobs and services and retail trade added 14,000 jobs in Connecticut. But with the exception of FIRE -average weekly wage $1,359 -average wages in the growth sectors trailed manufacturing wages. In 2000, the average weekly manufacturing wage was $1,117 compared to $717 for services and $427 for retail trade. It should be noted that the average wage for Connecticut aerospace workers was about 15 per cent higher than the statewide average manufacturing wage. In their research on de-industrialization, Doreen Massey and Richard Meegan make the point the parties to the process -labor and capital -do not suffer the same outcomes. This is the case in the US, for corporate profits had returned to peak post-World-War-II levels by the mid-1990s, yet in Connecticut -home to the corporate headquarters of several leading global corporations -median real family income had fallen 14 per cent from 1990 to 2000.
19 By the mid-1990s, when adjusted for inflation, US workers' median income was 5 per cent lower than in the late 1970s and household wealth was more concentrated than ever before. The top 5 per cent of households (those making $133,000 or more) controlled 21.4 per cent of all income while the bottom 60 per cent controlled 27.6 per cent. This represents a reversal of the 20 years after the Second World War, when as the country's industrial base expanded there had been a steady decline in family income inequality. 20 In addition, while many central cities in the US added residents and jobs in the 1990s, there was a 15 per cent drop in population and no net employment gains in Connecticut's capital city, Hartford, over the 10-year period. This stagnation was ''reflected to a lesser degree in all of Connecticut's large cities with the exception of Stamford in Fairfield County'', resulting in a ''widening economic and racial segregation in Connecticut, which is the richest state in the country''. 21 Among 144 metropolitan areas examined by the federal government, Hartford finished 110th in high-tech employment growth. David Harvey and Erik Swyngedouw documented a similar phenomenon in their discussion of massive layoffs at a Rover assembly plant in Cowley, an industrial suburb of Oxford. There, restructuring between the marginalized and the employed became less rather than more marked. 22 For Pratt workers the downward trends produced a good deal of economic insecurity. Turret lathe operator and IAM Executive Board member, Ted Durkin, noted that while there are some jobs available paying decent wages they require considerable training. ''I'm 45 and lots of other workers are older. Not too many folks will want to start all over again and go back to school.'' The jobs that are available absent education are at the Home Depot or at small-job shops, but for a lot less money. Machinist and union shop committee member, John Cloutier, added that years ago ''you could get your foot in the door here [Pratt] , project into the future, and see yourself with a steady job for thirty or more years; but no more''. He wondered ''How do you sign for a mortgage, buy a car, save for your kid's college when your employment future is so insecure?'' 
Pratt's manufacturing and engineering projects take place in nine states and several European and Asian countries. This has made it possible for Pratt to whipsaw unions, communities, and entire nations to exact concessions for jobs. 26 As though playing a giant board game, Pratt constantly shifted work between Connecticut, Florida, and Maine, while at the same time participating in its numerous overseas manufacturing ventures. For the IAM in Connecticut -and for other industrial unions in the US where corporations availed themselves of an extended geography of production -these maneuvers served to weaken contractual seniority and job classification language and significantly reduced the threat of strikes.
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Highly profitable in the late 1990s, UTC's investors and top managers were handsomely rewarded. In 2001, Forbes placed UTC on its prestigious ''platinum list'' of 400 US corporations, noting that when compared to its aerospace and defense industry peers, ''UTC had the second-best five-year average for return on capital (21 per cent) and virtually tied for first place China, UK, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Russia, and Singapore. 30 For Daniell, the solution was to squeeze $1 billion from costs; to achieve this 6,700 hourly and salaried jobs at Pratt's US facilities were to be eliminated. Losses continued across the corporation and in 1993 and Daniell introduced a more drastic 2-year restructuring program. UTC-wide, 14,000 jobs were to be eliminated -7 per cent of the global workforce -and 100 facilities were to be closed. Even before these proposed cuts, the membership of the Pratt local in East Hartford had fallen under 6,000, from over 9,000 in 1983. 32 And in early spring they presented an ultimatum to the IAM and the state legislature: quickly generate $30 million each in cost concessions or Pratt, ''crown jewel of UTC and a pillar of Connecticut's economy for seventy years'' would cease manufacturing in the state. Absent the concessions, 2,300 jobs were to be cut immediately, with the rest of the jobs phased out over several years. 33 The parties understood that the future of jet-engine manufacturing in Connecticut was at stake. Bill Cibes, the state's budget director, commented ''If you let 2,300 jobs leave Connecticut, that means the state is not competitive to retain the rest.'' 34 ''Pratt & Whitney is part of the business heritage of Connecticut'', then Governor, Lowell Weicker, stated, ''It's done well by Connecticut and its people. It belongs here. You've got to give up something in the tough times. We all do.'' 35 David and Krapek commanded the marathon bargaining sessions while deftly courting legislative delegations from Georgia and Maine -the sites of smaller Pratt & Whitney plants -which offered the two men lucrative financial incentives for added jobs in their states. Hourly manufacturing costs in Connecticut, Krapek argued, were $6-$8 per worker higher compared to other states; getting these costs in line must be accomplished for Pratt to continue making aircraft engines in its birthplace. 36 State officials believed that Pratt's cost figures were exaggerated, but they struggled to meet them, believing that Krapek's threat of a total shutdown was all too real. Unionists approached the talks with dim hopes, with many workers believing that the East Hartford plant's demise was imminent, regardless of the negotiations.
Ultimately, the legislature crafted incentives that included a research and development tax credit, loan guarantees for job training, and grants to train workers in Japanese-style lean production, and utility rate reductions. They also enacted policies that granted all Connecticut employers savings in workers' compensation insurance. For its part, the union agreed to a wage freeze, new productivity targets, and modifications to numerous work rules in exchange for vague company commitments to keep a minimum number of jobs in the state, limit their subcontracting, and halt the movement of jobs to Maine and Georgia. After approving the concessions by a four-to-three margin, many machinists -even those voting for the concessions -expressed suspicions about Pratt's true intentions. But, in the words of one member, the feeling was that it was ''better to preserve jobs and live to fight another day''. Within a year UTC saw a financial payoff, in the form of a 20 per cent earnings increase on just a 1 per cent increase in sales; not surprisingly, workers were less fortunate.
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The aftermath: Thanks -but not really
After the concessions bargaining, a letter distributed to Pratt & Whitney workers by Pratt boss, Karl Krapek, noted that ''by agreeing to the plan, the workers had expressed faith in the future of our company''. The company, he intoned, will undertake ''significant redesign of our manufacturing, engineering and administrative processes'' and keep work in the state. The Hartford Courant on Sunday 27 June 1993 contained a full-page advertisement in which management issued a very public thank you for granting them cost relief to the state's taxpayers and the union. Pratt credited the legislature for measures that now ''make business more competitive'' in Connecticut, praised the IAM for ''convincing us to keep jobs in Connecticut'' and applauded workers for their trust. ''The spotlight now shines on Pratt & Whitney to deliver on our promises'', the ad trumpeted, and it concluded with an optimistic proclamation: ''SOME DAY OUR BUSINESS WILL PICK UP AGAIN. THANKS TO YOU, IT WILL PICK UP IN CONNECTICUT''. 38 Yet the movement of work abroad intensified and the membership of IAM District 91 -which contained all of Connecticut's union locals representing UTC production and maintenance workers -fell from approximately 13,000 in 1993 to less than 10,000 by 1999. In 2000, UTC announced its intention to trim an additional 14,500 jobs corporation-wide over three years, with many cuts slated for Connecticut. trust, events since 1993 made this impossible. For despite the agreement and expansion promises, thousands more workers lost their jobs. ''In the end the Pratt workforce is always smaller, despite assurances that this will not take place'', noted Cloutier. Occhialini observed that the Local always loses jobs in the end because UTC believes that it can do whatever it wants. Cloutier noted that in 1998, even after a signed agreement was reached between the union and the company to send 80,000 hours of work from East Hartford to North Berwick, Maine, with 100,000 hours of the Maine plant's work shifting to East Hartford. Work went to Maine, but the reverse trek never occurred. 40 In describing blue-collar attrition, Cloutier concluded that ''two generations of workers are not on the shopfloor''. Seventy-five per cent of Connecticut Pratt & Whitney workers are over 45 and the average seniority in the plants is 22.1 years. With layoffs and restructuring, there are virtually no machinists and machine operators in their twenties and thirties and no hiring is taking place. Cloutier noted that ''serious, longterm education and training to upgrade the skills of shop floor workers does not take place. This would indicate there is a future here''. Durkin commented that Pratt has done such a poor job training people that they often rehire retirees at inflated salaries to train workers in shopfloor skills lost through early retirement and layoffs. Shaking his head, Durkin remarked: ''We don't use logic with them when we discuss this kind of thing.'' Said Cloutier, [:: :] the workforce is so lean that there is almost no way for new work to come into the shop because the existing workforce can not handle it. People are already working tremendous amounts of overtime because the plant is run so much on the margin in terms of needed workers. 41 For Cloutier and Durkin the restructuring has had little to do with workers being unable to perform the jobs. Since 1998 unionists have willingly participated in numerous efforts to reprocess how work is done to lower production costs and ostensibly save jobs. Yet, in a remarkably cynical maneuver, when job-redesign projects are concluded the work often ''gets pulled out of the factory and shipped to an overseas business partner or a local job shop'', Cloutier stated. Reacting in 1999 to proposed cuts at Pratt & Whitney's North Haven, Middletown, and East Hartford factories, IAM District 91 directing business representative James Parent expressed unionists' frustrations: ''They don't realize that when they talk about a worker, it's not just one worker. They are talking about a whole family whose future is up in the air. They are talking about the tax base of North Haven, and all the surrounding communities where workers live.'' And in a January 2001 interview, Parent reiterated his concern for keeping jobs in Connecticut and wondered where work that could generate a stable tax base was going to come from. ''Why not grow jobs in Connecticut'', asked Parent ''instead of walking away from a workforce that averages 22+ years seniority? '' 42 In their description of Rover's investment diversions, capital flight, and work relocation, Harvey and Swyngedouw posit that ''innumerable companies have cashed in on local productive capacity for decades'' only to determine that this capacity ''is no longer useful to them, leaving behind thousands of lost jobs, a desolated local economy, and citizens, local governments as well as other community-based institutions (varying from trade unions to the churches) in confusion and disarray''. It appeared likely to Parent that Pratt & Whitney and UTC were set to cash-out in Connecticut.
T H E T E N T H O U S A N D J O B S Q U E S T I O N
Flip burgers?
In December 1998 IAM District 91 reached agreement on a 3-year contract with Pratt. At the time the company indicated that about 1,000 additional jobs might be eliminated over the next three years due to what it termed ''production scheduling problems''. But unionists were assured that no rerun of the drastic cuts that took place in 1993 was anticipated. Company officials emphasized that Pratt & Whitney was committed to Connecticut. Increased orders for very lucrative engine repairs and services were expected to boost jobs. But eight months later, without ever talking to the union, Krapek publicly announced that Pratt was going to relocate its engine repair and service work to Oklahoma and Texas and shutter a factory in Connecticut.
For the IAM, the unilateral declaration violated an important clause in the 1998 labor agreement -Letter 22 Workplace Guarantees and Subcontracting -which bound Pratt to discuss with it any plans to remove work and to give the union an opportunity to match the cost savings that might accrue to the company from the move. The letter read in part:
The Company will make every effort to preserve the work presently and normally manufactured by employees covered by Article 2 of this Agreement. Therefore, it is not the intent of the Company to use subcontractors for the purpose of reducing or transferring work that is presently and normally manufactured by employees in the bargaining unit nor place such work in Maine or Georgia [:::]. 44 As news of the North Haven closing spread, Gary Daly, age forty-eight with twenty years of service at Pratt, typified worker reactions. The company is ''making record profits, and all they want is cheap labor, to bust the union'', he noted. ''We've got mortgages and families and are trying to send our kids to school. What are we going to do, flip burgers?'' John Amato, who had worked at Pratt for just five years added, ''I'm twenty-five and by the time I'm forty, there's going to be nothing left in Connecticut. They are going for cheap labor, that's all they want.'' 45 
Federal courts intervene: contractual obligations violated
Faced with the possible loss of their most important source of new work, on 16 September 1999 the IAM challenged the restructuring plan in federal court. Pratt's proposed cuts, argued the union, violated the 1998 labor agreement which obligated management to make reasonable efforts to keep work historically performed in Connecticut in the state at least until the contract expired in 2001. Stunning UTC, the United States District Court issued an injunction blocking the company's move until the case was heard. On 18 February 2000, citing specific clauses in the collective bargaining agreement, Judge Janet Hall ruled that, ''Pratt made, in fact, no effort to preserve the parts repair work presently and normally manufactured by bargaining unit employees.'' IAM members were jubilant when Judge Hall's determined that Pratt's object was profit maximization, with no effort made to preserve the work in question. Its decision was driven by a desire solely to lower costs, in order to be more competitive and gain more business, all of which is rational and reasonable from a business perspective, absent Pratt's contractual obligation to the Union. CLCR determined that curtailed manufacturing would mean an end to 11,300 Connecticut UTC jobs -6,100 production jobs and 5,200 support jobs. There would be a ''ripple effect'' cut of almost 21,000 additional jobs caused by the decreased wages and spending power; thus, total job losses would reach 32,400. For each production job eliminated just over four additional jobs would be lost. Jobs in retail trade (3,763), business services (3,608), health services (1,648), wholesale trade (1,034), and construction (1,024) would be the most severely impacted. Estimated costs for two years following the cessation of manufacturing included: 47 (1) The loss of $304 million in local, state, and federal tax revenue along with an additional $119 million worth of expenditures to cover increased unemployment compensation. The two-year total cost to government would be $423 million. (2) Two years after job loss -based on Connecticut wage figuresa terminated production worker with a new job would earn just 76 per cent of his/her former income. Consideration was given to the fact that laid-off workers could receive severance wages and that many workers might receive some portion of their pension. past decade, Howard Haberern, with 34 years at Pratt, added ''We're saying, leave the work in Connecticut. That's the crux of the whole thing.'' 48 The IAM's national website reported, This is a strike to protect America's defense industrial base. This is a strike to keep good paying jobs and decent retirements available to the people of Connecticut. We seek a contract that keeps Pratt & Whitney successful and that keeps our members working. The company has illegally refused to provide information on subcontracted work inside the plants and on work they plan to send to outside vendors or overseas.
The union refused to abrogate the contract language it had so successfully used in federal court to block Pratt's earlier restructuring efforts. On the strike website, Gary Allen, head of IAM's aerospace division, remarked ''The time has come to stand up and fight to save the best industrial jobs in Connecticut. IAM members and the people in our communities take this fight very seriously and we are committed to win. '' 49 Comments from the picket line reflected the strike's very high stakes. ''I'm striking for the younger people'', said fifty-four-year-old Mary Hurlburt, ''They need a younger generation coming in to build these engines. '' 50 Ten days into the strike, on 13 December 2001, workers ratified a new contract by a 75 per cent affirmative vote of the 4,000 votes cast. Pratt's prestrike wage offer remained unchanged. However, in an extremely important victory, Pratt agreed in writing to produce a new engine in Connecticut and work in the state remained subject to the court-tested Workplace Guarantee contract language. As a symbol of their commitment to ''Grow Connecticut'', Pratt agreed to start their very first joint Union/Company Apprenticeship Program. Finally, the company agreed to participate in the High Performance Work Organization training program at the IAM's New Technology Center. 51 
C L O S I N G T H O U G H T S
At the turn of the new millennium, global market pressures and shortproduct life cycles have forced the corporate officers of many firms to consider worker intellect an asset, not a liability. But, as the evidence in this section demonstrates, in the drive to maximize production and increase shareholder value, worker empowerment and team building still play second violin to the first chair occupied by output demand and ''line speed-up''. The delicate underpinnings of plant-level trust are threatened by the wherewithal of owners to arbitrarily shift production to gain even the slightest competitive advantages. Workers and their unions are thus squeezed between a rock and a hard place: they are condemned as backward thinkers should they refuse to consider management-proposed work changes that might give their plant a chance to prosper, yet they are equally doomed when they accede only to have managers ''pick their brains'' and transfer the work to plants in less expensive parts of the world, as occurred at Pratt & Whitney.
The aircraft-engine and engine-parts and components industry reflects several disturbing trends for workers and communities that mirror the socioeconomic downturns faced by defense workers in the US tossed out of work from 1987 to 1997. In an examination of what happened to the close to one million defense-related manufacturing jobs lost during these years, Ann Markusen and Laura Powers concluded that ''a majority of workers did not, on average, experience rapid re-employment at wages comparable or better'' than their lost jobs. A sizable minority experienced a drop in earnings of 50 per cent or more, which suggests that ''many defense workers did not become re-employed in jobs that capitalized on their existing skills''. With the wherewithal to manufacture around the globe, Pratt and GE continues shrewdly to play off workers from different unions, communities, and nations for ''sweetheart'' financial deals in return for jobs. 52 And as jobs exited Connecticut before the December 2001 strike and economic uncertainty intensified, UTC's CEO George David was handsomely rewarded for the corporation's ''excellent financial results and long-term strategic accomplishments'' with a salary and stock bonuses which topped $18 million.
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Over the years the state government and municipal governments have done little to protect the remainder of the state's manufacturing jobs. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, as manufacturers exited Connecticut and Massachusetts, the mayors of Hartford and Springfield engaged in a war of newspaper advertisements, each one trying to entice manufacturers from the other's city to their state. And while the Connecticut legislature has funded several programs to encourage business research in such areas as biotechnology and medical devices, these programs are not linked to any well-conceived plans for the transition of aerospace and other manufacturing workers losing jobs into new employment opportunities. And twenty-year Pratt machinists are not going to be employed in financial services companies selling stocks and mutual funds, nor will they be able to make ends meet employed in the low-wage services and retail sectors. At the same time, the IAM and other unions are conspicuously absent from the myriad publicly-funded development agencies established to bring new jobs to Connecticut.
It is no geographical accident that highly skilled jet-engine and aerospace production took place in Connecticut for well over fifty years. Pratt & Whitney has a long history in the state, developing into leaders in their industry because the fertile skill base along the Connecticut River Valley provided engineering, innovation, and precision production skills. 54 But with ultramodern plants built elsewhere and fewer investments being made in Connecticut, management has ''manufactured'' the self-fulfilling prophecy that its Connecticut's factories are not productive enough. And as precision metalworking jobs disappear, the skill base cultivated up and down the Connecticut River Valley for over a century is disappearing. 55 Economist Mary O'Sullivan describes innovation as the process through which productive resources are developed and utilized to generate higher quality and/or lower cost products than had previously been available. 56 At the enterprise level, strategic decisions are made that determine the performance of the firm and, at the same time, these decisions have effects on the economy as a whole. A work-removal strategy can generate high near-term returns for shareholders, as UTC's stock performance and handsome executive rewards indicates. Should this be the dominant strategy employed by a nation's corporations, the failure to invest in more efficient technologies and skills will eventually lead to a sharp decline in national productive capabilities. Communities that were formerly home to these industries will suffer years of falling living standards and sharp population losses, a trend clearly visible across Connecticut.
At Pratt & Whitney workers were educated in problem-solving techniques and encouraged to use these skills to continuously improve plant efficiencies, knowing full well that steadily deteriorating job security was likely to follow. To extend their global reach and achieve incomparable shopfloor control, managers have sought to capitalize on two conflicting predilections among workers: the first is the deep-seated fear of the loss of one's job; the second is the desire to contribute one's knowledge and skills in the work environment. It remains the case that the exigencies of global capitalism foster and impose decisions that are made far removed from individual factory floors, completely void of a collective workers' voice. Thus, absent a consistent, concerted, and coordinated international labor voice, global production giants have the capacity to exercise significant bargaining leverage over their worldwide workforce and the power to worsen wages and working conditions for growing numbers of manufacturing workers as we have seen in Connecticut. The best hope for workers and their unions is to forge national and international bonds similar to the reach forged by global corporations. Plant closures and de-industrialization cannot be contested one factory at a time. Of course, this is easier said than done. 57 In closing, consider remarks by UTC chairman George David before the Council on Foreign Relations. In discussing employment, he stated that Americans ''don't want the jobs at the bottom of the economy, we want the jobs at the top, the issue is how to get there''. Noting that UTC employed 201,000 people in 1990, and 148,000 in 2000 -with an announced additional 10 per cent cut coming -David urged American corporations to ''guard against displacement'' and to ''establish and adhere to standards of performance and conduct internationally that are fair to employees everywhere''. 58 For Pratt & Whitney machinist John Cloutier, working every day with the idea in the back of your mind, ''How much longer will I have this job?'' is extremely stressful. With gallows humor, unionist Ted Durkin gets the last words. ''The old ethic that many companies had that their workforces really mattered is long gone. Now, when you leave the plant on Friday not laid off, you feel like you had a great week!'' This is hardly the virtuous treatment David espoused before the Council on Foreign Relations.
